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Executive Summary

The objective of this project is to provide monitoring of livestock, automated

animal care, and user safety. It has several systems to meet these objectives: fire

detection, watering system, feeding system, temperature control, dusk to dawn indoor

lighting, video monitoring system, and a WIFI enabled web page or application for alarm

and monitoring system data. This project does not encompass every need a customer may

have in the farming industry for livestock due to the time constraints of one semester.

This project was designed to build upon and redesign a past project students did during

their senior year in a PLC class at Zane State College.

Figure 1. Zane State PLC Project

Ideally, the group is planning for this project to perform the specific

functions listed below. To complete the project, the group has laid out specific milestones

for the following semester, listed below the project goals.
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Project Goals:

1. Open louvers during hot temperatures for temperature control

2. Refill water troughs once water level reaches a certain point

3. Refill food troughs at certain time each day (or once food level reaches a certain

point)

4. Provide dusk to dawn indoor lighting for customer’s safety, as well as the ability

for a manual switch to still activate the indoor lighting

5. Provide video monitoring on demand

6. Provide fire detection alarms through web page or application. Detection of a fire

prompts a protocol to initiate to alarm the customer as follows:

a. Text or application notification of fire detection

b. Link or notification directs customer to temperature readings and prompts

user to view video feed

c. Any open louvers will automatically be closed

d. Any initiated automated systems (i.e. food, water, etc.) will be suspended

7. Provide additional monitoring and alarming system data through web page or

application as follows:

a. Extreme temperatures (defined in Scope and Methodology section)

b. Low water: water sensor activation for more than 30 minutes

c. Low food: food sensor activation for more than 30 minutes

d. Count of times watering and feeding system have been activated each day

8. Provide additional protocols for alarms as follows:
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a. A low water or food alarm will shut off the water or food system to

prevent wasted water or food in case of a leak or equipment failure. A

reset button will stop this protocol through the web page or application

b. An extreme temperature alarm will automatically open the louvers and

alert the customer to abnormal temperatures through text or a notification

from the application

Project Milestones:

1. Determine final physical layout of the model

2. Calculate current and power consumption

3. Build model and wire power

4. Set up Raspberry Pi with power and WIFI

5. Wire temperature control circuit, lighting circuit, food and water systems, security

camera system, and fire detection system

6. Test wiring of systems

7. Program systems in Raspberry Pi Python code

8. Test systems and make adjustments to code

9. Test all systems and test communication with web page or application
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Scope and Methodology

Current Products

Looking into the scope and methodology, the group did some research to see if

there were similar systems available on the market today.  They found that a

budget-friendly automated farming system for smaller scale farms is hard to find.  There

are large systems for industrial farms on the market, but they are way too expensive for

many smaller farms to be able to acquire.  There are also individual components such as

feeders on the market that would work well with smaller farms, but complete systems of

these more affordable components are not really available yet.  If small scale farmers are

not able to afford buying an automated system, they will either need to hire more workers

to constantly keep the animals fed and watered and to ensure that the barn is safe for

animals to dwell in.  So, the goal of the team is to create an affordable automated control

system that can do this with any sized farm.  

While a system similar to the one being proposed is not available right now, there

are some similar concepts being developed.  One such conceptual system that was

researched uses sensors and microcontrollers and has the ability to control lights, fans,

valves, and emergency sprinklers.  It has smoke detection and automatically locking

doors, and even does feeder control along with the ability of the entire system to be

accessible via cell phones [6, para.3].  This conceptual design has a target market in

India.  India is booming with many smaller family-owned farms and this affordable

system would thrive there.  Automation has already started changing the way people farm

in the region [6, para 1, 2].  Incorporating a system like this could help revolutionize

small scale farming here in the United States as well.
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Justification

There is a need in the market for a product like the one that is designed in the

project. In fact, the United States Department of Agriculture has said that “slightly more

than half of U.S. farms are very small, with annual farm sales under $10,000” [3, para. 1].

Many households like these depend on off-farm income. Farms that receive their primary

form of income outside of farming are called off-farm occupation farms. In 2018, the

United States had approximately 819,000 off-farm occupation farms [4, Tables]. This

system will help a part-time farmer maintain and monitor their livestock while they are at

their primary workplace. Since the part-time farmer is not able to devote all his attention

to his farming business, maintenance and care of animals could be compromised. This

product could help ensure the care of livestock easing the burdens a part-time farmer may

face.

Not only would it help a part-time farmer, but a full-time farmer could also

benefit from this product. In 2018, there was a total of farming occupation/lower-sales

farms of approximately 640,000 in the U.S. These farming occupation/lower-sales farms

are defined as farms that get their primary source of income from farming and that make

a gross income less than $150,000 annually [4, Tables]. This system would allow the

full-time farmer to harvest crops and keep up on maintenance needs. But also, the project,

as designed, has room for expansion. So as a full-time farmer’s operation expands, the

system can accommodate it. In addition, the system is designed to be cheap and efficient.

The system is so inexpensive that the farmer could purchase a separate system for another

barn location at very low financial risk. While farmers face several risks, this project
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could help minimize those financial risks that are associated with livestock care and

maintenance of barn systems.

Past Experience/Project

This kind of system is not the first that members of this group have designed. At

Zane State College, two people of this group participated in the design of a small-scale

automation project for a livestock barn application, as seen in Figure 1 in the Executive

Summary and in Figure 2 below.

Figure 2: Zane State Project with Wiring

The project consisted of three systems: lighting, watering, and temperature

control. It utilized a SLC 5/04 PLC, an industrial grade PLC, to control the different

systems using ladder-logic coding. The lighting system utilized a few light fixtures and a

photoresistor. It functioned as a dusk to dawn light, so that when it got dark the light
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would turn on. The watering system consisted of a float switch to detect the level of the

water in the container. Once the water gets low enough, the PLC would activate an

electromechanical coil to simulate the water container being filled back up. Finally, the

temperature control system was the main focus of the project. Four thermocouples were

wired to simulate temperatures in different locations of the barn. As the temperature rose

at any location of the barn, the 3-phase motor would activate, and the stepper motor

would open the louvers. There were four stages of operation for the step motor and

3-phase motor, as detailed in Appendix I. While this project has these three systems,

these systems have been redesigned and other systems have been added, as described

later in this report.

Design Considerations

Since the goal of this project is to design a product for farmers to use, there are

several design standards to consider. First step is to understand your customers. Most

people will not know anything about coding or circuit design. This product will have to

be easy to install and maintain. To compete with large scale automation devices or

individual systems, the product would need to be cheap, $100 to $400 for the control

devices.

To maximize the user compatibility, a GUI (graphical user interface), a website, or

an app should be designed to allow the farmer to change feeding time(s), watering

operation, and temperature control parameters. In addition to these design considerations,

environmental hazards should be considered. The group referred to the Engineering Code

of Ethics for other design considerations: “II-1. Engineers shall hold paramount the

safety, health, and welfare of the public.” [11, Section II]. Therefore, the equipment must
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be carefully designed to ensure the safety of the farmer and the animals in the barn.

Main Control Device

Initial Research

The group decided upon three different main control device options: an ACE

PLC, an Arduino UNO, and a Raspberry Pi. The group discussed important

characteristics of the main control device for the optimal performance of the project:

networking capabilities, input/output options, external compatibility, and cost. A decision

matrix was made to score the different options, as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Control Device Decision Matrix

Each of the options are cheap. However, network capabilities, input/output

options, and external compatibility were very decisive factors. Some models of the ACE

PLC have communication in the form of RS232 and RS485 utilizing Modbus [9, p. 16].

While ACE PLC does not have much for communication, Arduino UNO can offer more

communication options with a board that has built in WIFI communication, such as the

Arduino UNO WIFI [10, para. 10 & 11]. The Raspberry Pi has built in WIFI and

Bluetooth capabilities, unlike the two other options [5, p. 3]. With network connectivity,

the main control device would be able to receive input from outside sources. This would
12
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enable the use of a web page or application for the farmer to receive alarms and

monitoring data. This web page or application would also have a settings page to allow

the farmer to set variables for the alarms, such as extreme temperatures or the

temperature in which the louvers should be opened.

The Raspberry Pi 4 Model B+ has 40 GPIO pin - ground, power, input, and output

pins [5, p. 3]. The project will be utilizing the following pins:

● 3 Linear actuator circuits - 6 outputs in total

● Photocontrol sensor circuit and lighting circuit - 1 input and 1 output in total

● Temperature sensing circuit - 1 power, 1 ground, and 1 input in total

● 2 Level switch/sensors circuits - 2 inputs in total

● Water pump circuit - 1 output in total

● Source water and food level circuits - 2 inputs in total

● Fire alarm system - 1 input in total

In fact, this system will only need to utilize 17 pins of the 40 GPIO pins available on

the Raspberry Pi 4 Model B+, shown in Appendix G schematics. While the Raspberry Pi

provides input and output requirements, the coding will enable the group to set protocols

in relation to input data. The farmer will be able to receive alarms for low water, low

food, and fire detection. When there is a low water or food alarm, all automated water or

food operations, such as filling the troughs, will be suspended until the alarm is cleared.

In addition, the fire detection alarm will prompt all systems to be suspended other than

the video system. The temperature control circuits will be overridden; the louvers in the

barn will be closed to reduce air flow that would fuel the fire.
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Project Developments and Testing

The group did a few calculations to limit the voltage and amperage to the control

device, limits shown in [13, Fig. 4]. The group used voltage divider and the given voltage

output on the control device to determine the resistance needed to maintain a safe

amperage. For the 3.3 volt output and the 5 volt output, the circuits needed to maintain 16

milliAmps, which required at least 206 ohm and 312 ohm resistors minimum

respectively.

Figure 4: Raspberry Pi Voltage and Current Limits

Coding the Raspberry Pi

This project is the first time any members of the team worked with the coding

language used in the Raspberry Pi 4, Python 3. Due to this, the learning curve was steep
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and learning the language took days of research. During this time the team came across

hurdles such as reading the needed inputs from the different sensors. Another challenge

came from the logic of a function. Because of how the logic works in Python, the set up

for the water function would have not worked the way the team intended, as stated in the

water system section. After a long discussion and some logic graphing, the team arrived

at a work around. However, the team experienced a catastrophic catastrophe when the

GPIO board of the Raspberry Pi was shorted out. The final code the group developed for

the Raspberry Pi 4 is shown in Appendix J.

Coding the Arduino

As a temporary fix to shorting out the Raspberry Pi, the team moved on to

programming an Arduino UNO they already possessed. This turned out to be quite a

challenge as it did not come with a lot of the features the Pi had. The Arduino has no

internal clock. While this was a setback for this project, an internal clock could be

available with an add on that is on the market. So, the team progressed by tying the

activation of the food function, which was based on time of day, to when the water

function would run. To prevent spills or food overflow, the team programmed the code

with a shortened feed time. The final code the group developed for the Arduino UNO is

shown in Appendix K.

Temperature Control

Initial Research

While this project will address temperature control for animals, the ideal thermal

conditions for livestock may differ between different species. In addition, ideal thermal

conditions may even depend on the age of the animal. For example, cattle that are less
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than 1 month old generally have a thermal comfort zone between 59 degrees Fahrenheit

and 77 degrees Fahrenheit; in contrast, a mature beef cow has a thermal comfort zone

between 41 degrees Fahrenheit and 68 degrees Fahrenheit [7, p. 61]. However, pigs have

a different thermal comfort zone. As seen below, pigs can be maintained in temperatures

as scorching as 100 degrees Fahrenheit with a solid, wet concrete floor with a moderate

draft [8, Table 1].

Taking the ideal thermal conditions of these two animals, the extreme temperature

alarm for the project will be set at 100 degrees Fahrenheit. While the temperature ranges

will be pre-set, the customer can change the settings for the temperature operations to

their specifications through a settings page in the web page or app. 

For the sensor, the group is using the DHT11 temperature and humidity module

that comes in the Arduino kits that were bought by the students in previous classes. This

sensor was chosen because it is inexpensive, easy to acquire, easy to wire, and the team is

familiar with it. If the sensor reads too high of a temperature, the louvers in the barn will

open to allow airflow to lower the temperature. 
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A stepper motor was used in the Zane State College project that some of the

group members are familiar with.  Stepper motors are useful because they can open and

close the louvers in set increments.  They are very complex and expensive, though.  To

avoid the cost and complexity of a stepper motor, the group is using linear actuators to

open and close the louvers. They are planning on using an actuator with a three-inch

stroke for this. The group will need to adjust the leverage of this depending on how much

linear movement it takes to open and close the louvers.  

Figure 5: Linear Actuator Circuit

For the actuator to open or close the louvers, the polarity of its supply voltage

needs to be reversed. The group did some research and found that two SPDT relays can

be used to reverse the polarity supplied to the actuator. This circuit only uses 5VDC from

the output of the Raspberry Pi module to energize one of the relays depending on whether

the louvers need to open or close, as shown in Figure 5.
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Project Developments and Testing

During design and testing, the group faced the challenge of installing the

appropriate libraries. The Raspberry Pi and Arduino UNO each required different

libraries. During testing, it was determined that the temperature readings were consistent.

However, the group was unable to get an output from the Arduino UNO when the

temperature reached the preset operation level of 80 degrees Fahrenheit. To test, a

hairdryer was used to raise the temperature. Figures 6a-6d below show the progression,

as the DHT11 temperature module detected the rise in temperature.

Figures 6a-6d: Temperature Readings Part 1-4 (left to right, top to bottom)
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The readings started at approximately 77 degrees and read up to 100 degrees in the

figures. For the mechanical design, the linear actuator was fitted with a hook on the end

to push against metal brackets that were added to the metal lever arm of the louvers, as

seen in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Mechanical Design for Louvers

During opening operation, the linear actuator retracts and pushes against the metal

brackets of the louvers to open them. During closing operation, the linear actuator starts

to extend and the louvers begin to close on their own due to their weight and gravity.

However, the louvers require the linear actuator to fully extend to close them completely.

Fire Detection

Initial Research

The next system included in this project is the fire detection system. It consists of

a 120-volt wired smoke detector with a battery backup. The group wants the farmer to

receive an alert from the program whenever smoke is detected. The group wasn’t able to
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find much information so far on the internal circuitry of the detector; so when the group

receives it, the detector will need to be disassembled. The group will then tap into the

alarm status and run it back as an input to the Raspberry Pi module.

Project Developments and Testing

As one of the least planned out systems of the project, the group quickly started

testing the fire detector. The fire detector that was purchased was a 120VAC fire alarm.

Before purchasing, the group determined this particular fire alarm had an interconnect

wire. The way this alarm would work in a home or business setting is as follows:

1. Interconnect wire connected to other alarm inconnect wires

2. Fire is detected at one of several alarms

3. Interconnect wire sends a signal that sets off all alarms that are connected

The group found this to be the easiest and safest way to send a signal to the

microcontroller, instead of tearing apart a basic alarm at the risk of disabling it. However,

it was not certain what kind of voltage or signal would be sent through this wire.

Upon testing, it was discovered the interconnect wire would emit a 7VAC signal,

but only when fire was present to set off the alarm. The group then developed a schematic

showing the conversion of the AC voltage to a DC output using a bridge rectifier circuit,

as seen in Figure 8 below.
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Figure 8: Smoke Detector Circuit

In order to connect the DC output to the microcontroller, a voltage divider circuit

was calculated as such:

It was calculated that the resistance in the circuit needs to be at least 437.5 Ohms

in total. Also, the larger voltage of 7V needed resistance calculated so that the voltage of

3.3VDC would not be exceeded at the microcontroller. It was determined that the

resistance would need to be at least a 53/47 ratio. However, the group decided to design

the circuit with a resistance ratio of approximately 75/25 to ensure voltage and current

limits were met. This was done by using a 10 kilo ohm resistor in series with a 4 kilo ohm

resistor.

After initial testing, it was discovered the test button did not initiate a signal on

the interconnect wire. To find out the voltage emitted, the group lit a controlled fire. Due

to the need for real fire, testing presented a concern, but the group took precautions by
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keeping it away from fuel sources and flammable objects. The group was able to receive

an input at the microcontroller that matched the fire alarms operation, as shown in Figure

9 below.

Figure 9: Fire Detection State Change

Lighting System

Initial Research

The lighting system for the project is very simple. Its main purpose is to provide

safety for the farmer. As a farmer is working in the dark, the automated system will allow

for the farmer to see into the barn without having to work with a flashlight or trying to

find the light switch for manual operation. This will help the farmer avoid tripping

hazards with more reliability and range than a standard flashlight. While the lighting

system is also for safety, the light will facilitate video monitoring at night while using a
23
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camera that does not have night vision capabilities. The lighting system will operate as a

dusk to dawn automated indoor light, but the farmer will be able to manually turn on the

lights at any time with a light switch. The dusk to dawn operation will be made possible

by using a ST-15 photosensor that would be mounted on the outside of the barn near the

roof. The ST-15 photosensor will be connected to the Raspberry Pi through an

electromechanical coil to isolate the Raspberry Pi from 120VAC, shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Photocontrol Sensor Circuit

Project Developments and Testing

Upon initial wiring, changes were made to the schematics.These changes were

improvements that ensured correct operation and helped to keep current and voltage

limits for the microcontroller, as shown below.
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Figure 11: Photocontrol Sensor Circuit Revised

During testing, a flashlight was shined directly on the sensor to ensure the photocell

would be inactive. Lighting in the garage area, where the testing was completed, was not

bright enough to be detected by the photocell. According to the photocell data sheet

(Appendix F), activation of the photocell could take up to 2 minutes. While this was a

hindrance for testing, this operation helps improve the functionality of the lighting circuit.

It ensures the light will not be turned on every time a shadow is cast over the photocell, a

functionality change the group would have included in the coding if not already

accounted for.
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Video System

Initial Research

The video system will connect to the Raspberry Pi through a USB port. The

camera the group is using is an AUKEY 1080p Live Stream Camera. The intent of this

system was to allow the farmer to view the animals or condition of the barn at any time,

any place through a web page or application. The Raspberry Pi will send the video feed

through WIFI to a web page or application. In an emergency, the farmer would be

directed to view the video stream through URL that would be sent through a text message

or a notification from the application.

Project Developments and Testing

During the development of the video application, the group researched the code

needed to make the application work. The group came up with a preliminary plan to use

the OpenCV library. This library is used to detect a video camera connection and decode

the data to display the images on a pop-up window [12, para. 1]. During the testing phase,

the group still needed to download this library onto the Raspberry Pi 4. This turned into

an issue, when the group was not finding consistent instructions on how to download the

library. In the end, the group was unable to install the OpenCV library due to dependent

libraries missing. The group gave up trying to get this library after experiencing issues

trying to find the missing libraries, limit internet access, and shorting the Raspberry Pi

during testing.
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Food and Water Systems

Initial Research

The food and water systems will be a simple design that is meant for smaller

farms. The food will be gravity fed with a gate that opens and closes to allow the food to

drop into the trough. The water system will be fed by pump to allow for a fast fill from a

clean source. Both systems can be run on a timed dispense or set to fill when the troughs

become empty.  These settings can be controlled from the webpage or phone application.

The troughs and the sources will be monitored by sensors that detect water depth or if

there is food, as seen in Figure 12 below. The webpage or phone application will also

alarm the user if the sources become lower than the sensor placement.

Figure 12: Level switch/sensor circuit for food and water systems

Project Developments and Testing
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The feeding system consists of a linear actuator controlled by an Arduino using a

SPDT (single-pole, double-throw)  H-circuit shown in figure 13 below.  Some of the

challenges that came up with this circuit came up when the group had to switch from the

Raspberry Pi to the Arduino Uno.  The Raspberry Pi had time capabilities, but the

Arduino didn’t.  The group wasn’t able to use time delays because of the effect they have

on other code, so instead, the feeding system actuator was programmed to be activated

when the low water sensor input was Hi.

Figure 13: H-Circuit for linear actuators

The design for the food shut-off was a metal piece in the PVC pipe used to block

the food from dropping into the trough.  The actuator is used to retract and insert the

metal piece out of and into the PVC when activated. This is shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 14: Feed shutoff/activation design

Originally, the PVC was designed to have a straight drop from the source bucket

to the trough. However, the model was redesigned to show all display items on the front

side, while leaving most wiring and hardware on the back of the model. When it was

redesigned, it was decided that two 45 degree PVC angles should be used to position the

feed chute above the trough (Figure 15).  The group ruled out using  two 90 degree angles

because they could possibly cause the food to lodge at the bottom of the first 90 degree

pipe and result in a backup that would  prevent food from dropping into the trough.
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Figure 15: PVC pipe design

In the watering system, the group utilized liquid level sensors from Adafruit.

These sensors acted as a smart switch that would be active when water is not present.

There were a total of three sensors used. One sensor was used to ensure the submersible

water pump did not run dry. This helps protect the pump and ensure it does not burn up

during operation. The group wanted the water circuit to operate as follows:

1. Source water bucket is full; water is sensed at source water sensor (input = 0)

2. No water sensed for low level and full trough sensors (input = 1)

3. Pump activated (output = 1) through microcontroller and solid-state relay

4. Pump turned off (output = 0) until until one of the following conditions is met:
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a. Water sensed at full trough sensor (input = 0)

b. Source water bucket is low on water; no water sensed at source water

sensor (input = 1)

During testing, the group gathered data from the inputs by utilizing the Arduino

serial monitor. When water was not present, the sensors would output 5VDC. This would

show up as a digital input of 1 on the Arduino. Figures 16 through 18, below, show the

transition between water not present and water present as water was added to the system.

Figure 16: Water Source Sensor Deactivation
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Initially, all of the water level sensors show a value of 1, as seen on the left

screenshot of Figure 16. The group filled the source water bucket that contains the pump.

As the water rose above the water source sensor, the water level sensor for the source

bucket changed to 0, as seen on the right.

Figure 17: Low Level Sensor Deactivation
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Now, the group is filling the trough. As the water goes above the low level sensor,

the value changes to 0, as seen on the right screenshot of Figure 17.

Figure 18: Full Trough Sensor Deactivation

Finally the water level reached the full trough sensor; a value of 0 is shown for the

full trough sensor, shown on the right screenshot of Figure 18.
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Expected Findings and Results

The team was expecting to make a display showing how an integrated

automatic farm system for the monitoring and care of livestock might work. The team

expected the display created to show a simple version of the idea for small farm

monitoring and food and water distribution. The display contained the following

automated systems: light, surveillance, water, food, and fire detection. The team planned

for the display to monitor and report any alerts to a URL website or a phone application

for easy monitoring. However, this website or app was to be designed by Austria

students. This partnership with the Austria students did not happen. The group had

planned on making a simple GUI to allow for monitoring data to be viewed. However

with building and testing, the group was not able to build a simple GUI.

The team was expecting the display to show how a simple system would

operate. The display should have filled a water trough when the low level water sensor

didn’t sense water. In addition, the food trough should have been filled at a specific

time(s) of day. By the end of the project, the group was able to receive inputs from the

water sensors. The mechanical design of the water circuit worked, but the electrical

circuit with and without the microcontroller did not work. Also, the food system did not

work as intended due to switching microcontrollers. The food system could no longer

work on time. So as stated before, the operation was to be activated with the water

circuit, which didn’t work.

The display was expected to light up when it gets dark and then turn off when

there is enough light and manually by switch if needed. However while the input worked,

the output for the light did not. It was also expected to monitor temperature and open
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louvers to simulate the addition of air control or an increase in airflow. Just like the other

circuits, the inputs were received correctly, but the outputs were not working as expected.

While testing, the Start button was pressed and the water pump and light would

automatically turn on. The group was unable to determine if this problem was due to a

coding error or a wiring circuit error.

While the outputs didn’t operate as expected due to the possible coding and

wiring issues, the mechanical design worked flawlessly. The Arduino outputs in relation

to the inputs were not working properly. When the Raspberry Pi was deemed inoperable,

the group had to use an Arduino Uno. Even after this substitution, the Arduino Uno did

not solve all the problems.

In all, the team experienced several challenges with the wiring and testing. The

inputs of all the circuits were being received correctly, but none of the outputs were

working. The group finished initial building, wiring and testing on March 17th. They had

insufficient time to complete troubleshooting of the project.
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Conclusion and Recommendations for Further Study

As stated before, the project was not operational as designed at the end of the

semester. The initial work of mounting, wiring, and code writing was completed. As the

group moved onto the testing phase, some issues arose with reading the inputs and

operation of the outputs. The mechanical circuits worked well, but could be improved on

as described later in this section.

With materials being delivered later than expected, the group had a late start on

building the project. The model was not completely built and wired until March 17th. It

also took longer to build the project than originally planned by the group. The group

started testing on March 17th and continued to test and code until the end of the semester.

The group had a budget of $1021.34, in which the group was left with $346.

In the future, more testing, preferably in stages system by system, should be

performed in order to get the project working as planned. Due to this microcontroller

change, the group then had to scrap a few systems and functions, such as the video

surveillance and alarms. Without the support of the Austria students, the group did not

have a website or app for all the monitoring data and alarms.

In addition to the completion of the project, the group put together a list of

improvements and goals to redesign or build upon this project. These improvements and

goals are listed as follows:

● redesigning the feeding system to use a solenoid valve instead of a linear actuator;

● motion detection;

● database or server to view past system operation data;

● heater circuit to adjust for cold temperatures;
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● prefabricated soldered breadboards for inputs and outputs to ease installation;

● separate power supply to reduce load on microcontroller.

These recommendations for future study will help bring the product closer to mass

production and sale.
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Appendix B: Gantt Chart and Tasks
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Appendix C: Detailed Proposal

Miami University
School of Engineering & Applied Science
Department of Engineering Technology

ENT 497/498
Senior Project

Title: Automated Livestock Barn for Animal Care and Monitoring

Team Members: Michael Wengard, Joshua Hashman, Gabryella Law

Advisors Name: Mert Bal

Advisor’s Signature Date

Supporting Company: Team Members, University through Armin Fleck Scholarship

Objective: The students are developing a product to monitor and automatically care for
livestock in small scale to large scale farming operations. The Automated Livestock Barn
will feed and water the animals automatically. It will allow for temperature control of a
livestock barn with fire detection and video monitoring. All information will be sent to a
webpage/app through WIFI connection from the Raspberry Pi microprocessor. In case of
emergency, the user of the system will be notified through the webpage/app and
prompted to view the video surveillance.

Justification or Applicability: Currently in the industry, there are numerous products for
feeding and watering livestock in large scale farming operations. Through research, it
was not discovered a system that did all the monitoring and automated systems as
specified in this project. This automated barn system can help ease the burden of the
everyday small operation farmer. But, this system isn’t limited to small operations. The
microprocessor product can be added onto as the needs of the farming operation grow.
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Miami University
School of Engineering & Applied Science
Department of Engineering Technology

ENT 497/498
Senior Project

Step by Step Plan:
1. Pick project for research and proposal
2. Setup regular team meetings and communication
3. Research components for project systems (i.e. part numbers, data sheets, price,

shipping time)
4. Setup basic guidelines for collaboration with Austria Students
5. Develop a budget based on parts research
6. Setup file sharing for team collaboration
7. Develop a timeline for project milestones and completion
8. Start electrical schematic design for project systems
9. Start mechanical design for project systems
10. Research and learn Raspberry Pi Programming Language
11. Submit rough draft of proposal to Advisor
12. Submit project proposal to Advisor for approval
13. Await approval/denial on project proposal from Advisor
14. Meet with Austria students to start project collaboration
15. Start application for Armin Fleck scholarship
16. Start Final Report
17. Finalize and draft barn model and microprocessor control box physical layout

designs
18. Start developing preliminary coding for the different systems
19. Submit application for Armin Fleck scholarship
20. Begin ordering parts for the project
21. End of Semester Presentation
22. Complete any additional research for project
23. Submit rough draft of final report for review
24. Submit Semester Final report
25. Start physical building of barn model and microprocessor control box
26. Mount light, temperature control, fire detection, and camera systems
27. Assemble and mount food and water systems
28. Setup Raspberry Pi power supply, breadboard, and WIFI connection
29. Wire needed power requirements to microprocessor control box and barn model
30. Wire and program Temperature control circuit
31. Test Temperature control circuit
32. Communicate with Austria students on design constraints and information

transmission
33. Wire and program lighting circuit
34. Test lighting circuit
35. Wire and program food system
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36. Test food system
37. Wire and program water system
38. Test water system
39. Wire and program security camera system
40. Test security camera system
41. Wire and program fire detection circuit
42. Test alarm notifications for fire detection
43. Run series of tests for the various systems
44. Troubleshoot and adjust wiring/programming for any problems
45. Test app/webpage interface with Raspberry Pi and security cameras
46. Communicate with Austria students any problems
47. Troubleshoot with Austria students on any problems
48. Retest systems and WIFI remote monitoring/user input
49. Write final report on planning, design, and results
50. Have project completed
51. Transport project for Senior Design Day at Miami University Hamilton campus
52. Set up project for display and present project
53. Submit final report
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Miami University
School of Engineering & Applied Science
Department of Engineering Technology

ENT 497/498
Senior Project

Timeline  (Appendix B):
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Miami University
School of Engineering & Applied Science
Department of Engineering Technology

ENT 497/498
Senior Project

Cost :
The group has been given several options in the Raspberry Pi microcontroller platform.
They have picked out a few models that offer a variety of options in the project build.

Option 1: The Raspberry Pi platform offers a microcontroller that can be used for larger
applications such as industrial systems. This microcontroller is the Raspberry Pi Compute
Module 3 Development Kit. This kit features a simple open-source breakout board and
allows for expansion and addition of different Raspberry Pi system boards, such as WIFI.
It has two camera ports, two display ports, an HDMI port, and a USB port. The board
features 120 GPIO pins (5VDC, GND, INPUT and OUTPUT pins) for a large variety of
connections. This product costs from $99.00 to $144.67 (without tax or shipping).
However, there are a few drawbacks to this open-ended product. Most kits do not include
the power supply, have very few accessories, and would require an additional kit to
enable WIFI or bluetooth connectivity. In addition, there is only one USB port available
with this model.

Option 2: This option is the Raspberry Pi 3 Model B+ microcontroller. Unlike Option 1,
this microcontroller has built in WIFI and Bluetooth capabilities. It has four USB 2.0
ports, one CSI camera port, one DSI display port, a 4-pole stereo output and composite
video port, Micro SD port for the operating system and data storage. Many product
options in the market include the power supply for the microcontroller. This product has
less display and camera ports, which can be negative to the future and expansion
capabilities of the system. Another negative attribute to this model is a smaller amount of
GPIO ports for external devices to connect to. This microcontroller costs $35.00 (without
tax or shipping). There are also additional kits designed to add onto this microcontroller
model that can cost $49.95 (without tax or shipping).

The group has decided to use Option 2 for the microcontroller. This microcontroller has
more benefits and is cheaper than Option 1 in a more compact device. It fulfills all the
requirements of the project systems and would allow for expansion in the future.

Part
Number

Qty. Description Individual
Item Cost

Tax +
Shipping

Vendor Name

BRK-9120B 1

First Alert 9120B 120V
AC/DC Hardwired with 9V
Battery Backup Ionization
Smoke Alarm

$7.86 $7.98 shipping BRK
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L110101010
11-1 2 Linear actuator - 3” stroke $30.99 $2.25 Amazon.com

G0388762 1 12”x12” Louver $23.23 tax + $5.00 Zoro

T73
SRD-5VDC-

SL-C
1 5V SPDT Relay (10 pack) $7.86 $0.57 Amazon.com

CF TB1512b 2 High voltage terminal strips (2
pack) $7.99 $0.58 Amazon.com

N/A 1

LE Power Adapter, 2A
100-240VAC to 12VDC, 24W,
Overvoltage/overcurrent and
Short Circuiting protection

$12.99 tax + free
shipping Amazon.com

660WGU 1 Single-pole LED Toggle Light
Switch $0.69 See Note 1

below Lowes

276WHCC1
8 1 White Ceiling Socket

(Lighting) $1.58 See Note 1
below Lowes

14250 1 Sigma Electric 1-Gang
Weatherproof Box $3.48 See Note 1

below Lowes

14216 1
Sigma Electric 1-Gang
Rectangle Weatherproof
Electrical Box Cover $4.98

See Note 1
below Lowes

ST-15 2 ST-15 120V 1800W 1100VA
Sensor $12.84 tax + $8.27 greenelectricals

upply.com

PC-LM1E 1 AUKEY 1080p Live Streaming
Camera via USB $49.99 $3.62 + free

shipping Amazon.com
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N/A 1

Living Whole Foods 5 Gallon
White Bucket & Lid - Set of 3 -
Durable 90 Mil All Purpose
Pail - Food Grade - Contains
No BPA Plastic

$31.48 $2.21+ free
shipping Amazon.com

FF11BLAC
K 2

Little Giant Plastic Fence
Feeder with Clips (Black)
Heavy Duty Mountable Feed
Trough Bucket for Livestock &
Pets (4.5 Quart)

$18.04 $1.27 + free
shipping Amazon.com

N/A 2
TotalPond Vinyl Tubing,
1/2-inch $8.97 $0.63 + free

shipping Amazon.com

N/A 1

GROWNEER 2 Packs 550GPH
Submersible Pump 30W Ultra
Quiet Fountain Water Pump,
2000L/H, with 7.2ft High Lift,
3 Nozzles for Aquarium, Fish
Tank, Pond, Hydroponics,
Statuary

$28.99 $2.03 + free
shipping Amazon.com

LLC200D3S
H-LLPK1 3 Optomax Digital Liquid Level

Sensor $24.95 $1.75+ free
shipping adafruit.com

20240-83 2
Deltrol Controls 120VAC Coil
Electromechanical relay, 900
series $22.75 tax + $9.95 galco.com

D2440 3 Crydom Solid State Relay 3-32
VDC input 24-280VAC output $46.74 tax + $11.95 galco.com

9001-BG201 1
Schneider Electric 9001BG201
Control Station Start-Stop
Pushbutton

$49.94 tax + $15.45 superbreakers
.com

RSC101004
RC 1

RSC Gray Metal Weatherproof
Standard Enclosure Electrical
Box (10 in. x 10 in. x 4 in.) $40.48 See Note 1

below Lowes
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N/A 1
Raspberry Pi 3 Model B+
1.4GHz Cortex-A53 with 1GB
RAM

$35.00 tax + $16.29 adafruit.com

N/A 1 Starter Pack for Raspberry Pi
Model B $49.95 tax + $4.99 digikey.com

N/A 1
5V 2.5A Switching Power
Supply (20AWG MicroUSB
Cable)

$7.50 tax + free
shipping adafruit.com

N/A 2 3/4-in HPVA Maple Plywood,
Application as 4 x 8 $53.53 $3.88 tax

(See Note 1) Lowes

N/A 1
Fas-n-Tite #6 x 2-in Yellow
Zinc Flat Interior Wood Screws
(5-lb)

$21.98 $1.59
(See Note 1) Lowes

N/A 3 2-in x 4-in x 8-ft Whitewood
Stud $6.56 $0.48

(See Note 1) Lowes

N/A 1 PVC Pipe cleaner and glue $0.00
*See Note 2 $0.00 Group

N/A 2 1” Dia. x 5’ Long PVC straight
section

$0.00
*See Note 2 $0.00 Group

N/A 2 3/4” Dia. x 5’ Long PVC
straight section

$0.00
*See Note 2 $0.00 Group

N/A 3 1” Dia. PVC elbow $0.00
*See Note 2 $0.00 Group

N/A 3 3/4” Dia. PVC elbow $0.00
*See Note 2 $0.00 Group

N/A 3 DHT11 Temperature Sensor $0.00
*See Note 2 $0.00 Group

N/A 2 14 AWG THHN Str Cu 25ft
Wire

$0.00
*See Note 2 $0.00 Group

N/A 1 Assorted fuse kit $0.00
*See Note 2 $0.00 Group

Note 1: Lowes equipment has a total of $227.72 for pickup and Estimated Tax of $18.61.
The group should consider picking up equipment in store to lower costs.
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Note 2: The group is providing existing equipment for the project.

Final Comments
The group is collaborating with Austria students on an app/webpage application. The
group will be meeting with the Austria team and communicating throughout the project
until completion. The group will be ordering the parts as soon as possible to ensure all
materials are received before the planned start date of the project model construction. In
the meantime, they will work on finalizing electrical and mechanical drawings. They will
research the Raspberry Pi programming language and start developing preliminary code.
Once the material is received, the group will start construction of the barn model and
mounting the various systems. Once the barn model is constructed, the group will start
wiring the Raspberry Pi microcontroller and connecting it to WIFI for data transfer. They
will then wire, program, and test the project systems. They will again coordinate with the
Austria team to test out the app/webpage application. The team will then perform a full
system test to verify the functionality of the system and user interface through the
app/webpage application. Once the project is completed, the group will write the final
report and present the project to the advisor.
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Appendix D: Decision Matrix
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Appendix E: Raspberry Pi 4 Model B+ Specification Sheet
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Appendix F: Sensors and Electrical Components Datasheets
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Appendix G: Project Schematics and Physical Layout
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Appendix H: Final Project Schematics, Physical and Enclosure Layout
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Appendix I: Zane State College Automation Project Prompt
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Appendix J: Raspberry Pi 4 Final Code in Python 3

#imports
import RPi.GPIO as GPIO
import math
import time
import board
#for light sensor obviously
import adafruit_dht
from gpiozero import LightSensor
#for time set up hope it works
import queue
import threading
import datetime
#pins Defined/ other definitions
flalPin = 7
flarPin = 11
avalPin = 12
avarPin = 13
rlbPin = 15
srwpPin = 16
llswPin = 18
llwsPin = 33
tempPin = 35
pcerPin = 36
flwsPin = 37
flslPin = 38
sdarPin = 40
#gpio set up
GPIO.setmode(GPIO.BOARD)
#outputs/inputs
GPIO.setup(flalPin,GPIO.OUT)
GPIO.setup(flarPin,GPIO.OUT)
GPIO.setup(avalPin,GPIO.OUT)
GPIO.setup(avarPin,GPIO.OUT)
GPIO.setup(rlbPin,GPIO.OUT)
GPIO.setup(srwpPin,GPIO.OUT)
GPIO.setup(llwsPin,GPIO.IN)
GPIO.setup(llswPin,GPIO.IN)
GPIO.setup(tempPin,GPIO.IN)
GPIO.setup(pcerPin,GPIO.IN)
GPIO.setup(flwsPin,GPIO.IN)
GPIO.setup(flslPin,GPIO.IN)
GPIO.setup(sdarPin,GPIO.IN)
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#low or high at start?
#lightbuilb
GPIO.output(rlbPin,GPIO.LOW)
#water pump
GPIO.output(srwpPin,GPIO.LOW)
#feed actuators
GPIO.output(flalPin,GPIO.LOW)
GPIO.output(flarPin,GPIO.HIGH)
#air Vent actuators
GPIO.output(avalPin,GPIO.LOW)
GPIO.output(avarPin,GPIO.HIGH)
#feed works
#Start while loop
#feed on at a certain time of day
while True:

time = datetime.datetime.now().strftime("%H:%M")
if time == "12:00":

GPIO.output(flalPin, True)
GPIO.output(flarPin, False)
#length of time on
time.sleep(number_of_seconds_for_led_to_be_on_here)
GPIO.output(flalPin, False)
GPIO.output(flarPin, True)

time.sleep(0.030)
try

while 1:
if
else:

except
#resting state extended
#retract to feed
#activate for certain time
#then back to resting state
#air vents
#temperature setup needs changed to fit our needs and used to turn on/off air
tempPin = adafruit_dht.DHT11(board.D4, use_pulseio=False)

while True:
try:

# Print the values to the serial port
temperature_c = dhtDevice.temperature
temperature_f = temperature_c * (9 / 5) + 32
humidity = dhtDevice.humidity
#need to learn how to print to gui
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print(
"Temp: {:.1f} F / {:.1f} C    Humidity: {}% ".format(

temperature_f, temperature_c, humidity
)

)

except RuntimeError as error:
# Errors happen fairly often, DHT's are hard to read, just keep going
print(error.args[0])
time.sleep(2.0)
continue

except Exception as error:
dhtDevice.exit()
raise error

while temperature_f >= 80:
GPIO.output(avalPin,GPIO.HIGH)
GPIO.output(avarPin,GPIO.LOW)
else:
GPIO.output(avalPin,GPIO.LOW)
GPIO.output(avarPin,GPIO.HIGH)

#light bulb
#sets up pin as the light sensor need to figure out how to turn of on a LB

#Catch when script is interrupted, cleanup correctly
try:

# Main loop fix to have print be light on not yet sure
#while True: print(rc_time(pcerPin)) == 1

while True:
GPIO.input(pcerPin) ==1
GPIO.output(rlbPin,GPIO.HIGH)

except KeyboardInterrupt:
pass

finally:
GPIO.cleanup()

#photocell read 1 on 0 off delay 1 min after on 0 to off
#water pump

#top loop water source not empty
while True:

GPIO.input(llswPin) == GPIO.LOW
while True:
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Appendix J: Arduino UNO Final Code

// what needs included?
#include <SimpleDHT.h>
// define all pins
SimpleDHT11 dht11;
const int buttonState = 0;
const int flalPin = 3;
const int flarPin = 4;
const int avalPin = 5;
const int avarPin = 6;
const int rlbPin = 7;
const int srwpPin = 8;
const int llswPin = A0;
const int llwsPin = 9;
const int tempPin = 2;
const int pcerPin = 10;
const int flwsPin = 11;
const int sdarPin = 13;

void setup() {
Serial.begin(9600);
pinMode(flalPin, OUTPUT);
pinMode(flarPin, OUTPUT);
pinMode(avalPin, OUTPUT);
pinMode(avarPin, OUTPUT);
pinMode(rlbPin, OUTPUT);
pinMode(srwpPin, OUTPUT);
pinMode(llswPin, INPUT);
pinMode(llwsPin, INPUT);
pinMode(tempPin, INPUT);
pinMode(pcerPin, INPUT);
pinMode(flwaPin, INPUT);
pinMode(sdarPin, INPUT);

}

void loop() {
//starting varible states
int flalPinState = 0;
int flarPinState = 1;
int avalPinState = 0;
int avarPinState = 1;
int rlbPinState = 0;
int srwpPinState = 0;
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int llswPinState = 0;
int llwsPinState = 0;
int tempPinState = 0;
int pcerPinState = 0;
int flwaPinState = 0;
int flslPinState = 0;
int sdarPinState = 0;
//reading pins as?
llswPinState = digitalRead(llswPin);
llwsPinState = digitalRead(llwsPin);
tempPinState = digitalRead(tempPin);
pcerPinState = digitalRead(pcerPin);
flslPinState = digitalRead(flslPin);
flwaPinState = digitalRead(flwaPin);
sdarPinState = digitalRead(sdarPin);
// read with raw sample data.
byte temperature = 0;
byte humidity = 0;
byte data[40] = {0};
if (dht11.read(pinDHT11, &temperature, &humidity, data)) {
Serial.print("Read DHT11 failed");
return;

}
int tempF= ((int)temperature)*1.8+32;
String sensorValue =  String(tempF, DEC);
String buttonString = String(buttonState,DEC);
String comma = String(",");
Serial.println(buttonString += comma += sensorValue);
// DHT11 sampling rate is 1HZ.
delay(1150);
// temp air vent function
if (tempF >= 80)
{digitalWrite(avalPin,HIGH);
digitalWrite(avarPin,LOW);}

else if (tempF <= 79)
{digitalWrite(avalPin,LOW);
digitalWrite(avarPin,HIGH); }

//Lights
if (pcerPin == HIGH)
{digitalWrite (rlbPin,HIGH);}

else if (pcerPin==LOW)
{digitalWrite(rlbPin,LOW);}

delay(50)
//smoke
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if (sdarPin == HIGH)
{Serial.print("Fire!")}

delay(50)
//food/water
while (llwsPin == LOW){
//how so the way the loops work in this is different so trying to figure this out again
If (flwaPin == HIGH)//top dry add the sensor info in before testing

{delay(1080000)//3 hours fills up
digitalWrite(srwpPin,HIGH);

digitalWrite(flalPin,HIGH);
digitalWrite(flarPin,LOW);
delay(700)
digitalWrite(flalPin,LOW);
digitalWrite(flarPin,HIGH);}
If (flwaPin == LOW & llwsPin == LOW )//both wet add the sensor info in before testing
{digitalWrite(srwpPin,LOW);}

}

}
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